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Abstract. The Dynamic Global Core Plasma Model (DGCPM) is an empirical dynam-3
ical model of the plasmasphere which, despite its simple mathematical form, or perhaps4
because of its simple mathematical form, has enjoyed wide use in the space physics mod-5
eling community. In this paper we present some recent observations from the European6
quasi-Meridional Magnetometer Array (EMMA) and compare these with the DGCPM.7
The observations suggest more rapid daytime refilling and loss than what is described8
in the DGCPM. We then modify the DGCPM by changing the values of some of its pa-9
rameters, leaving the functional form intact. The modified DGCPM agrees much bet-10
ter with the EMMA observations. The modification resulted in an order-of-magnitude11
faster daytime refilling and nighttime loss. These results are also consistent with previ-12
ous observations of daytime refilling.13
1. Introduction
The plasmasphere is now recognized as a critical com-14
ponent of the coupled inner magnetosphere together with15
the ionosphere, thermosphere, radiation belts, and ring16
current. Plasma density gradients, especially the plasma-17
pause, are sites of wave activity which control the forma-18
tion and decay of the radiation belts.19
A number of plasmasphere models exist which seek to20
describe the system. We are using the Dynamic Global21
Core Plasma Model (DGCPM) [Ober et al., 1997] which22
is a two-dimensional empirical model of the flux-tube23
content. Other models include the SAMI3 model [Huba24
et al., 2008] (SAMI3 is a acronym for Sami3 is Also a25
Model of the Ionosphere) which is a fluid model of the26
ionosphere and plasmasphere, modeling multiple species,27
the Field Line Interhemispheric Plasma model (FLIP)28
[Richards et al., 2000] which models multiple species on a29
single field line, the Ionosphere-Plasmasphere (IP) model30
[Maruyama et al., 2016] which is a 3-dimensional expan-31
sion of the FLIP model, and a 3D Kinetic Model of32
the plasmasphere and ionosphere [Pierrard and Stegen,33
2008].34
This paper was motivated by the relatively large dis-35
agreement between the DGCPM and plasma mass den-36
sity observations deduced from ground-based magne-37
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tometer observations using the field-line resonance tech-38
nique. In order to obtain agreement it is necessary to39
invoke refilling and loss rates which are an order of mag-40
nitude faster than those used by Ober et al. [1997].41
Before proceeding we should clarify what we mean by42
refilling because the same term is used in two different43
contexts. The plasmasphere plasma density generally44
decreases when its ionospheric footpoints are in dark-45
ness and increases when its ionospheric footpoints are46
in daylight. The increase in plasma density when the47
footpoint is on the dayside of the Earth is what we will48
call the daytime refilling, and it is the process which we49
are studying in this paper. The other use of the term50
refilling is the day-to-day refilling over the longer term51
after erosion of the plasmasphere density, for example in52
a magnetic storm. The day-to-day refilling is nothing53
more than the net difference between the daytime refill-54
ing and the nighttime depletion. In this paper we do not55
study the day-to-day refilling.56
Another important point to make clear is that the57
DGCPM models electron density whereas the FLR obser-58
vations produce mass density. In our analysis we fit the59
DGCPM to the mass density measurements thus produc-60
ing a dynamic model of mass density instead of electron61
density. The majority of plasmaspheric plasma is singly-62
ionized, and thus the ratio of mass density in units of63
amu per volume to electron number density (per same64
volume) equals the average mass per ion in amu. Berube65
et al. [2005] obtained the average ion mass as a func-66
tion of L-shell by comparing their mass density observa-67
tions with IMAGE RPI electron density measurements68
(see their Figure 3 and references in their paper to the69
IMAGE RPI results). Their figure extends to L=3.1, at70
that point the average ion mass appears to be approx-71
imately 1.3 with an uncertainty range from 0.7 to 1.8.72
We read these values off the figure so they are not ex-73
act. Takahashi et al. [2006] obtained mass density values74
consistent with Berube inside the plasmasphere as well75
as during quieter times, and larger values for more ac-76
tive times and outside the plasmasphere. Obana et al.77
[2010] considered it reasonable to assume a mass ratio78
of 3 in order to compare their derived upward daytime79
mass fluxes with previous determinations of upward elec-80
tron fluxes (based on the analysis by Takahashi et al.81
[2006]). However these numbers are not consistent with82
the mass ratios measured by Lichtenberger et al. [2013]83
which were approximately equal to unity.84
A number of observations and models have been used85
to measure the plasmasphere refilling rate, both the day-86
to-day refilling and the daily refilling rate. First we87
present a few results for day-to-day refilling studies from88
the literature and then we discuss previous results for the89
daytime refilling.90
Lawrence et al. [1999] studied the long-term, day-to-91
day refilling at geostationary orbit based on LANL/MPA92
data and found evidence for a two-stage refilling pro-93
cess with the early-stage refilling rate in the range94
0.6-12 cm−3 day−1 and the late-stage refilling rate in95
the range of 10-50 cm−3 day−1 (see their paper for de-96
tails). In a longer-term study Su et al. [2001] confirmed97
these results with early-stage refilling rate in the range98
2.5 -6.5 cm−3 day−1 and late-stage refilling in the range99
of 10-25 cm−3 day−1.100
Borovsky et al. [2014] studied long-lived plasma plumes101
and argued that the refilling rate in existing plasmas-102
pheric models is insufficient to explain these. A much103
larger refilling rate is necessary in order to explain them.104
They daytime refilling rate has also been studied ex-105
tensively. Chi et al. [2000] studied the period around a ge-106
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omagnetic storm using IGPP/LANL magnetometers and107
found the daytime refilling rate to be 200 amu cm−3 hr−1108
near L = 2. Obana et al. [2010] studied refilling for109
three storms in 2004 and 2001 using data from mag-110
netometers in Finland, UK, and North America. They111
found refilling rates of 13 amu cm−3 hr−1 at L = 3.8,112
39 amu cm−3 hr−1 at L = 3.3, 110 amu cm−3 hr−1 at L =113
2.6, and 248 amu cm−3 hr−1 at L = 2.3. Lichtenberger114
et al. [2013] used magnetometer stations from the Eu-115
ropean quasi-Meridional Magnetometer Array (EMMA)116
[Lichtenberger et al., 2013] to measure the refilling rate117
using data around a storm in August 2010. They118
found refilling rates of 24 amu cm−3 hr−1 at L = 3.7,119
34 amu cm−3 hr−1 at L = 3.2, and 45 amu cm−3 hr−1 at120
L = 2.4.121
In this paper we will, in the process of improving the122
agreement between ground-based observations of plasma-123
spheric density and the DGCPM also add to the body of124
data points on plasmaspheric refilling and loss rates.125
2. Model
The DGCPM is a single-species semi-empirical two-126
dimensional plasmasphere model. The modeled quantity127
is flux-tube content in electrons per Weber. DGCPM128
models the few most important processes in the plasma-129
sphere, which are filling, depleting, and transport due130
to electric field drift. Ober et al. [1997] provides a good131
overview of the capabilities of the DGCPM, but we also132
describe the model here because we will be referring to133
it during the rest of this paper.134
The model includes a magnetic field, an electric field,135
filling of plasma onto flux tubes from dayside foot points136
which are illuminated, and depletion of plasma from137
nightside foot points which are in darkness. If the mag-138
netic field is ~B (~r) and the electric field is ~E (~r), defined139
in the magnetic equatorial plane, then the plasma conti-140
nuity equation can be described by equation 1 from [Ober141
et al., 1997].142
D⊥N
Dt
=
FN + FS
Bi
(1)
where D⊥
Dt
signifies a convective derivative and N is the143
flux tube content in electrons per Weber. FN and FS144
are the net fluxes of plasma in the northern and southern145
hemispheres, respectively, and Bi is the magnetic field146
strength at the ionospheric footpoint of the field line,147
assumed to be the same at both ends of the field line in148
this case. This is the case for a dipole magnetic field but149
is not true for a more realistic magnetic field. The flux150
in the northern and southern hemisphere will be either151
filling, if the fluxtube foot point is on the dayside, or152
depleting if the fluxtube footpoint is on the night side.153
For dayside the expression is154
Fd =
nsat − n
nsat
Fmax (2)
where nsat is the saturation number density, n is the den-155
sity, and Fmax is the maximum flux. This equation pro-156
duces an exponential filling profile. On the night side157
exponential depletion is assumed with the expression158
Fn =
NBi
τ
(3)
where τ is the characteristic depletion time. There are159
thus three parameters which define the filling and deple-160
tion behavior of DGCPM, nsat, Fmax, and τ . While these161
can be modified, the parameters used by Ober et al. [1997]162
were as follows. The saturation number density was set163
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to164
nsat = 10
A+BL cm−3 (4)
where A = 3.9043 and B = −0.3145, an expression165
which originates from the plasmasphere model of Car-166
penter and Anderson [1992], the exponent describes the167
average equatorial electron density variation vs. McIl-168
wain L-value. The maximum flux is set in the Ober et al.169
[1997] model to be Fmax = 2 × 1012 m−2 s−1, and the170
decay-time is set to τ = 10 days.171
From Equations 1-4 we can derive the following ex-172
pression for the daytime flux-tube content as a function173
of time,174
N(t) = Nsat − (Nsat −N0) e−
t
τd (5)
where175
τd =
NsatBi
Fmax
(6)
and the following expression for the night-time decay176
N(t) = N0e
− t
τ (7)
where N0 is the flux-tube content at the start of the re-177
filling or decay, and t is the time since the start of the178
refilling or decay. In other words the daytime refilling179
is exponential with time-constant τd and the night-time180
decay is exponential with time-constant τ . The daytime181
refilling time-constant will the vary linearly with Nsat182
which is the saturation flux-tube content,183
Nsat = nsat V (8)
The flux-tube volume is (From the Fortran code of the184
DGCPM model) in units of volume (m3) per unit of mag-185
netic flux (Wb).186
V =
4pi R4E
µ0M
32
35
L4
√
1− 1
L
(
1 +
1
2L
+
3
8L2
+
5
16L3
)
(9)
where µ0 is the permittivity of free space, M = 8.05 ×187
1022 A m2 is the dipole moment of the Earth’s magnetic188
field, and RE = 6.378× 106 m is the radius of the Earth.189
Thus for example at L = 3.24 (we will return to this190
L-shell later) the flux-tube volume is V (3.24) = 2.07 ×191
1013 m3 Wb−1. The saturation density at that L-shell is192
nsat (3.24) = 768 cm
−3. The ionospheric magnetic field193
intensity is Bi (3.24) = 54µT. We arrive at a daytime194
refilling time-constant, τd = 5.0 d, or half of the decay195
time.196
We can run the model and obtain number density es-197
timates and compare those with observations as in Fig-198
ure 1. In that figure the black curves are this model.199
We will discuss the red curve in a moment, and the data200
and data processing are discussed in the following sec-201
tion 3. There are two things to note. Firstly, the average202
value of density in the model does not match the average203
value of density from the data. The reason for this is204
simple; the model models electron number density (unit205
cm−3) whereas the Field Line Resonance (FLR) observa-206
tions produce mass density (unit amu cm−3). If all ions207
in the plasmasphere are protons then we should expect208
these two measures to match. In-fact there is both He+209
and O+ as well as other singly-ionized species in the plas-210
masphere which contribute to a larger mass density than211
that obtained from assuming only protons. The average212
mass per ion is often assumed to be near 2 [Berube et al.,213
2005] and we do in-fact see, on average, roughly twice the214
mass density in amu per cm3 compared to the electron215
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number density in cm−3.216
The other mis-match is the slope of the diurnal vari-217
ation. In the model the daily variation is much smaller218
than what appears to be the case from the FLR observa-219
tions. This could be caused by much more rapid refilling220
and loss than what is modeled in DGCPM. To test this we221
modified the model and ran it again. That new model run222
is the red curve in which we set Fmax = 10×1012 m−2 s−1223
and τ = 1 d, increasing the outflow by a factor of 5 and224
reducing the decay time by a factor of 10. This change ap-225
pears to improve the agreement between model and FLR-226
derived densities. Notice that at shell parameter L=6.14,227
where the trough and plumes are seen, there appears to228
be less effect of the change than inside the plasmasphere,229
e.g. at L=2.61 through L=3.62. In that regard it is worth230
noting that the default parameters for DGCPM were se-231
lected on the basis of comparison with observations at232
geostationary orbit (Ober, private communication). The233
diurnal variation of the modified model appears to match234
the observations more closely. Also, during a disturbed235
period, e.g. near day 43 and 44, the agreement between236
observations and the modified DGCPM appears to be237
much improved. This comparison is the motivation for238
the rest of this paper, to find a set of parameters which239
improve the agreement between this FLR-derived mass240
density data set and the DGCPM. The goal of this paper241
is not to re-write the DGCPM but rather make a ten-242
tative selection of parameters, within the existing func-243
tional form framework, which improves agreement with244
the observations shown in Figure 1.245
3. Data
We obtained density measurements from the European246
quasi-Meridional Magnetometer Array (EMMA) [Licht-247
enberger et al., 2013] established in 2012 by unifying and248
extending existing networks (Finnish IMAGE stations,249
MM100, SEGMA). EMMA consists of 25 stations (Ta-250
ble 1) arranged in a chain stretching from central Italy251
(L=1.56) to Northern Finland (L=6.42). Figure 2 shows252
a map of the EMMA array. Phase-gradient techniques253
can be used on data recorded at closely spaced meridional254
pairs of stations to detect the FLR frequency [Vellante255
et al., 2014]. The equatorial mass density can be derived256
from the FLR frequency by solving an MHD wave equa-257
tion with suitable assumptions [Vellante and Fo¨rster ,258
2006]. We solve the Singer et al. [1981] equation numer-259
ically along a field line determined by the International260
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) or some of the Tsy-261
ganenko magnetic field models (optional), while the as-262
sumed field aligned mass density distribution is simply263
a power-law distribution (ρ = ρ0(r/r0)
−1), where r is264
geocentric radius of a point on the field line, r0 is the265
equatorial distance, ρ0 is the mass density at r0. Fur-266
ther details on the network and on density retrieval can267
be found at http://geofizika.canet.hu/plasmon/ and in268
Lichtenberger et al. [2013], respectively. For this paper we269
use observations from 8 station pairs ranging from L=2.2270
to L=6.1 over a 2-month period in 2012, from September271
22 until November 22. The automatically selected FLR272
frequencies have been manually inspected to ensure high273
data quality. The inversion has been executed assuming274
a magnetic field topology as given by the IGRF model.275
4. Analysis
In this analysis we limit ourselves to determining approx-276
imate values for the following parameters: Fmax, τ , and277
A in the equation for nsat (Equation 4). We do not exam-278
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ine any other parameters, nor do we modify the electric279
field from the default DGCPM electric field model [Sojka280
et al., 1986].281
There are some processes the DGCPM does not take282
into account. During storm time the ion composition283
changes, the average ion mass typically increases (i.e284
more He+ and/or O+ relative to H+), especially near the285
plasmapause. Daytime variations near the plasmapause286
could be dominated by convection and not by refilling287
and along-the-field line depletion. Actually this happens288
in the cases where we see sharp dips in the time series.289
Density in the dips sometimes drops below a few tens290
of amu cm−3, but at least below 100 amu cm−3. Tak-291
ing into account that here (near the plasmapause) and292
then (storm time) the expected average ion mass is  1293
[Fraser et al., 2005], the corresponding electron density is294
even lower. E.g. on days 43-45 at L 3.24 and L=3.62 we295
observed low densities followed by much higher densities.296
These could be interpreted as observations outside/inside297
the plasmapause. These variations are produced by the298
variation of the convection pattern (E-field), and not by299
the refilling process. Whether or not the DGCPM re-300
produces these variations depends on how accurate the301
electric field model is. There is a plan to address this in302
a separate paper.303
If we examine again Figure 1 there are days with a304
clear monotonic increase in plasma mass density through305
the daytime, and there are days which do not match this306
pattern very well. Generally, the days with a clear linear307
progression are also quiet days as measured by the plan-308
etary geomagnetic activity index Kp index. To fit the309
model it is necessary to select days which show only the310
refilling behavior and not any other dynamics that may311
be happening. We used two different approaches to se-312
lect those days. The first, automatic, approach involved313
a selection criterium based on the Kp index. We selected314
days for further study which had a K¯p (average) of at315
most 1, and for which σ (Kp) (RMS) variation around316
the average was at most 0.5. The motivation for the lat-317
ter selection criterium was to limit the selection to days318
without rapid changes in Kp. 39 days satisfied K¯p ≤ 1,319
and of those only 17 days also satisfied σ (Kp) ≤ 0.5. The320
second, manual, approach was based on a visual inspec-321
tion of the data in Figure 1, looking for days with low322
Kp, typically less than 1, and days where the data ap-323
pear to show a monotonic increase of mass density with324
time. The motivation for that selection was that we were325
looking for refilling events and wanted to exclude days326
where activity was evident which could disrupt this re-327
filling. Table 2 (right) lists the days which were selected328
automatically based on Kp, and Table 2 (left) lists the329
days which were selected manually based on inspection330
of Figure 1.331
Next we examine the daily variation of the plasma332
mass density in a superposed-epoch analysis approach.333
While most or all selected days show a increasing density334
with time, that slope is superimposed on top of a base-335
line which varies significantly. This variation in the base-336
line is due to storm recovery refilling in some cases, and337
due to longer-term variations of plasma density in other338
cases. For example, in Figure 1 we see some variation of339
plasma mass density between days 50 and 60 which is not340
obviously related to changes in Kp. These longer-term341
variations are very interesting and we can speculate on342
their origin, whether from changes in ionization or other343
process, but we will not consider any mechanisms in this344
paper. However, in this paper our goal is merely to re-345
move this baseline variation such that we can examine346
only the daytime refilling.347
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The approach we take is to normalize the densities in348
the following way. We choose to fit a linear function,349
ρ = α+ β (t− 10) (10)
where t is the UT time of the day in hours. 10 UT350
corresponds to a local time of the EMMA magnetome-351
ter stations of approximately 11-12. We use a least-352
absolute-deviation (LAD) [Press et al., 1987] instead of353
a least-squares-deviation (LSD) fit to minimize the effect354
of outliers. A LAD fit is less sensitive to non-Gaussian-355
distributed outliers than a LSD fit1. Then we compute356
the average value of the offset α, α¯ and normalize each357
density by multiplying by the factor α¯/α to make all the358
fits intersect each other at 10 UT on each day. The mag-359
nitude of the correction factors, |α¯/α− 1|, were small,360
averaging 11% for L=3.24, 2.89, 2.61, and 2.41. These361
are typically L-shells which present the strongest FLR362
signatures. At L=2.17 the correction was 47%, at L=4.09363
it was 31%, and at L=6.14 it was 77%. The results are364
shown in Figure 3. Although FLRs can sometimes be365
detected on the nightside we include only dayside obser-366
vations in this data set. Specifically, we excluded values367
which had sun zenith-angle greater then 90◦. Each row368
of plots is for a separate L-shell as indicated in the fig-369
ure, from L=6.14 in the top row to L=2.17 in the bottom370
row. The left column of plots contains the dates selected371
manually by inspection and the right column the days372
selected automatically by Kp. The red, green, and blue373
curves are the normalized daily mass density plots, shown374
in different colors to make it simpler to separate them vi-375
sually. The grey curves are the model number densities376
from DGCPM for the same days. It is immediately clear377
that the slope with time of the measured mass density is378
much larger than the slope of the number density from379
the model. This suggests a much more rapid refilling than380
what is modeled by DGCPM. We also fit Equation 10 to381
the combined normalized data at each L-shell (i.e. the382
data as plotted in the panels) for each selection of days,383
again using a LAD fit. Those fits are the black lines.384
The fit parameters are shown in Table 3, including un-385
certainty estimates obtained with the bootstrap method.386
[e.g. Press et al., 1992; Efron, 1982]387
The difference between the fit parameters of the man-388
ually and automatically selected days, in Table 3, merits389
some discussion. Although the fits to the two data sets390
are somewhat different it is not obvious that the data look391
significantly different. For example at L = 4.09 the curve392
fit in the left column (manual) could be a reasonable fit to393
the data in the right column (automatic). The slopes in394
the data are obviously much larger than the slopes in the395
model, but there is also some uncertainty in those slopes.396
In the middle L-shell range the fits look best, but at the397
extreme L-shells there are clearly some bad fits. Because398
of the uncertainties we do not find it worthwhile at this399
point, with this data sample and analysis, to determine400
the refilling rate as a function of L-shell. Instead, in the401
following we will focus on one L-shell, L=3.24, where the402
two sample sets are very close, and where the relative403
uncertainty is the smallest. This is also the L-shell with404
the most data available. We will use the slope at L=3.24405
from the manually selected samples. In terms of data406
quality for this study we do expect there to be a opti-407
The LAD fit method also has a weakness in that under some circumstances it can produce ambiguous results in that several widely
different fits may have the same LAD. The reader is invited to, as an example, plot 4 points on a XY plot, two above each other
at each of two X-values. Then observe than any straight curve drawn between bottom and top points will have the same smallest
LAD, but only one curve will have the smallest LSD. In the end LAD and LSD and other approaches are all approximations to some
optimal fit, and in this case, checking the fits visually, the dominant source of uncertainty are the data.
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mal intermediate L-shell which is best. At larger L-shell408
there is much dynamics such that it becomes difficult to409
obtain days which show clear filling and loss behavior.410
At larger and smaller L-shells there are also fewer clear411
FLR signatures to process, as can be seen from the data412
in Figure 1.413
The next step is to determine the parameters which414
best match the observed slopes. Although the observed415
slopes appear to show linear refilling whereas Equation 2416
models exponential refilling we will not modify the un-417
derlying equations but instead determine the parameters418
which produce the best agreement with the observations.419
To determine the three parameters nsat, Fmax, and τ , we420
can proceed in two steps. First we keep nsat fixed at its421
default value and determine the values for Fmax and τ422
which reproduce the linear slope best (but without nec-423
essarily matching the absolute value). Second we set τ424
to its newly determined value and determine the values425
of Fmax and nsat to minimize the difference between data426
and model.427
In the first step we proceed as follows. (1) Run428
DGCPM with nsat at its default value and Fmax and τ429
distributed across a 2D grid. (2) Average the DGCPM430
runs for the manually selected days listed in Table 2 to431
produce an average. (3) Plot these averages and overplot432
the curve for L=3.24 from Table 3, multiplied by a range433
of values (0.01× 2N , where N = 0, 1, . . . , 10). (4) Deter-434
mine the value for τ which produces the best matching435
slope for some value of Fmax.436
Figure 4 shows this slope fitting. We ran the model for437
a wide range of values of τ , ranging from 10 days to 0.3438
days. Each panel is for a different value of τ . The dotted439
lines are the fitted curve from the left L=3.24 panel in440
Figure 3 multiplied by the factors. The solid curves in441
each panel are for different values of Fmax, from bottom442
to top 2× 1012, 4× 1012, 8× 1012, 16× 1012, 32× 1012,443
and 64 × 1012 amu m−2 s−1. Notice that larger values of444
Fmax show evidence of rapid exponential approach to nsat445
which is not supported by the observations. By visual446
inspection we determine that the optimal value for τ is447
likely between 0.8 d and 0.7 d (the best-fit curve is clear448
visually and there is enough uncertainty in the data that449
although a fit might yield a more precise number it would450
not be more accurate or more meaningful. And we fit for451
a value of τ in the following).452
Once τ is determined all that remains is to run the453
model for a number of values of Fmax and nsat, and de-454
termine the best fit. In order to leave some leeway for455
further adjustment to τ we do this for several different456
values of τ , In this second set of runs we tested 6 val-457
ues of τ from 1.1 days to 0.6 days, 21 values of Fmax458
from 1 × 1012 to 87 × 1012 amu m−2 s−1, and 31 values459
of A in Equation 4, from 2.9 to 5.9, for a total of 3906460
model runs. We then computed the difference between461
the models and the quiet days manually selected by in-462
spection (the days listed in the left half of Table 2). We463
again normalize the data as described earlier in order to464
minimize the effect of long-term variations. Since the465
days are normalized to their average value we expect the466
finally fitted model to agree with the average level of467
the observations which seems reasonable. We computed468
the mean-absolute (MA) difference as well as the root-469
mean-square (RMS) difference. Each panel in Figure 5470
corresponds to a different value of τ , and the contours471
show the average RMS difference in percent of the mean472
density at 10 UT which was fitted to be 912 amu cm−3.473
The ’+’ marks the minimum RMS in each panels, and474
the ’x’ marks the minimum MA difference. Table 4 lists475
the minimum values. The difference between model and476
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normalized observations is approximately 8% MA differ-477
ence and 11% RMS difference with small variation across478
the range of τ values tested. The minimum appears to be479
at τ = 0.8 d or τ = 0.7 d and we selected the best fit to480
be for τ = 0.8 d because that is where the best fit values481
of A and Fmax by the RMS and MA difference criterium482
appear to be most similar.483
The best-fit parameters were determined to be τ =484
0.8 d, Fmax = 2.3 × 1013 amu m−2 s−1, and A = 4.4,485
and are summarized in the Table 5 next to the original486
DGCPM parameters.487
5. Discussion
Figure 6 repeats Figure 1 with an additional curve in488
blue. The blue curve represents the model using the pa-489
rameters listed in Table 5. There are several important490
things to note in this plot. Importantly is the vertical491
scaling factor between the three different curves. The492
difference between the best-fit model (in blue) and the493
original DGCPM (in black) is, during quiet time, approx-494
imately a factor of two or three on average. This differ-495
ence should be seen in the context of the original DGCPM496
representing electron number density whereas this work497
is fitting mass density, specifically in amu cm−3. The av-498
erage ion mass somewhat larger than unity is consistent499
with a number of the previous studies we discussed [e.g.500
Berube et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2006], but not with501
the results of Lichtenberger et al. [2013].502
The second thing to note is the much larger refilling503
and loss rate in the revised model compared to the origi-504
nal DGCPM. In the original model the daily refilling and505
loss is almost invisible (black traces in Figures 1 and 6).506
In the revised model the refilling and decay give rise to a507
diurnal variation of a factor of two in plasma mass den-508
sity, increasing from dawn to dusk, and decreasing from509
dusk to dawn. This much larger increase in refilling and510
loss rate is also consistent with much more rapid refilling511
proposed by Borovsky et al. [2014]. Notice that while τ512
(night-time decay time-constant) was decreased by a fac-513
tor 12.5 Fmax (the maximum upward dayside flux) was514
increased by a factor of 11.5. The similarity of these two515
numbers is probably not a coincidence. From Equation 6516
we can evaluate τd at L = 3.24. The saturation mass-517
density is nsat = 10
4.4−0.3145×3.24 = 2.4× 103 amu cm−3,518
making Nsat = 4.96 × 1022 amu Wb−1, and τd = 1.35 d.519
This should be compared with τd = 5.0 d we found for520
the parameters of the Ober et al. [1997] version of the521
model. We decreased the refilling time constant by a fac-522
tor of 4.3 and we decreased the decay time-constant by523
a factor of 12.5. It is interesting to note that while the524
filling time-constant was smaller than the emptying time-525
constant in the Ober et al. [1997] version, the emptying526
time-constant is smaller than the filling time-constant in527
our revision. The result of decreasing the decay time-528
constant by more that the filling time-constant is that529
the average density falls lower compared to the satura-530
tion density in the revised model than in the original531
model. Smaller time-constants results in faster filling and532
decay through a day, as the data show. But notice also533
that the day-to-day refilling in this data set appears to534
be more rapid than that of the original model. The day-535
to-day refilling rate in this data set is also possibly faster536
than in some previously presented data sets [e.g. Licht-537
enberger et al., 2013]. A particular day-to-day refilling538
time (the effective refilling time seen after storm erosion)539
results from a balance between the daytime refilling and540
the nighttime decay. Since we only considered quiet time541
refilling and decay in this paper and the day-to-day re-542
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filling is the result of a delicate balance between the two543
it may not be constrained very well. Constraining the544
day-to-day refilling requires considering storm-time data545
and is beyond the scope of this paper. It is also worth546
noting that we do expect the refilling and decay times547
to be a function of L-shell in the plasmasphere because548
at larger L-shells a larger volume must be filled from a549
similar-sized ionospheric bottleneck. This is also a topic550
beyond the scope of this paper which has previously been551
considered by Rasmussen et al. [1993] and Krinberg and552
Tashchilin [1982].553
The third thing to note is the considerable improve-554
ment of the agreement between model and observa-555
tions during storm time. We discuss each of the556
storm/enhanced convection periods in this paragraph as557
well as the next several paragraphs. We did not use any558
of the storm-time data to arrive at the revised model, us-559
ing only the quietest days of the period, the days listed in560
Table 2, and we fit only for L=3.24. Nonetheless, there561
is a large improvement in agreement between model dur-562
ing storm-time as well and at other L-shells. If we first563
look at the storm around day 30 of Figure 6, the original564
DGCPM model suggests a long recovery period whereas565
the revised model suggests a very rapid recovery of the566
plasma density in the outer plasmasphere, L=3.62 and567
L=4.09, consistent with observations. There the mod-568
eled dip and recovery is so rapid that it does not even569
appear in the observations. This could be either because570
there is no dip, or because the dip happened while no ob-571
servations were available. At L=3.24 and L=2.89 there572
is a small dip in the observations, and that dip is repro-573
duced at L=3.24 by the revised model, but not well by574
the original model. At L=2.89 neither original nor the re-575
vised model reproduce the small decrease in plasma mass576
density. During the period until the next storm, around577
day 38 the original DGCPM is in recovery whereas the578
revised model, in agreement with observations, recovers579
rapidly. It should be noted that the recovery of plasma580
density is quite rapid for this data set.581
At around day 38-39 there is another dip in plasma582
density in the models. A few data points in the middle583
of day 39 agree equally well with all models. At L=2.89584
observations show a dip in plasma density which is not585
reproduced by any of the models. We proposed that this586
disagreement can be related either to the electric field or587
the magnetic field. For example the electric field model588
which we used, that of Sojka et al. [1986], may not re-589
produce the actual electric field for this particular storm590
with sufficient accuracy. Another possibility is that the591
tilt-free dipole magnetic field which we used is not accu-592
rate enough. At day 41 there is another period in which593
the measured mass density drops, but only at L=4.09,594
with none of the models reproducing it. That suggests595
also that an improved electric field model may improve596
agreement.597
The next large event begins at the start of day 43. At598
L=4.09 there are two large dips in mass density in the599
revised model, between day 43 and day 46, and those re-600
produce very accurately the observations, more so than601
the original model. Because the double rise is so rapid we602
suspect it may be caused by a combination of recovery603
and convection of dense plasma across the magnetome-604
ter array. A similar double dip is seen at L=4.09 on605
days 38-39 in the revised model although there are in-606
sufficient observations for that event to show agreement.607
The observations at L=3.62 on day 45 show another dip608
in plasma density similar to the one at L=4.09 for the609
same time interval. That is not reproduced by any of the610
models. But, again we propose that this is a result of the611
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electric field model not being an accurate representation612
for this event. At L=3.24 there is another small dip in613
plasma density which may also suggest that the electric614
field for the event is a somewhat larger than the one used615
in the model.616
The remaining storm/enhanced convection events,617
from day 62 onward, show substantially the same features618
as already described; the plasma density drops rapidly619
and recovers rapidly, with the revised model reproducing620
the observations more accurately than the original model.621
A fourth thing to note is that the model appears to fit622
the observations well at L-shells other than L=3.24. That623
suggests that the original parameterization of the model624
as a function of L-shell is quite good even if, according to625
the present work, the values of the parameters required626
some adjustment. A different parameterization, for ex-627
ample linear filling and exponential loss also appears to628
be consistent with observations, but we chose to retain629
the functional form of the model because it make it easier630
for other researchers to use the present results.631
A fifth thing to note is that outside the plasmapause632
the densities in the revised model, in the plumes in the633
afternoon sector, are significantly larger in the revised634
model (blue curve in Figure 6) than in the original model.635
Borovsky et al. [2014] has also pointed to higher density636
in plumes than what is modeled by and used that as an637
argument for why there must be much more rapid refilling638
taking place. But we should also caution that the revised639
model at L=6.14 is extrapolated from the L=3.24 using640
the slope with L of the original DGCPM model.641
Before we proceed with comparison to existing results642
it is important to distinguish between the daytime refill-643
ing, the rate at which the plasma density increases on644
field lines whose foot points are in sunlight, and the day-645
to-day refilling rate, the net refilling rate over a 24-hour646
period of a field line depleted, for example by a magnetic647
storm, taking into account the net effect of daytime filling648
and nighttime loss. We investigate only the daytime re-649
filling. If we look at Figure 6 we can see from the revised650
model, in blue, or from the observations, black diamonds,651
that the density changes by approximately a factor of two652
on a daily basis at L=3.24, from typically 103 amu cm−3653
to 2× 103 amu cm−3. This corresponds to a refilling rate654
at L=3.24 of approximately 80 amu cm−3 hr−1. We can655
also use the revised and original models to compute re-656
filling rate as a function of L-shell. Since the DGCPM657
models exponential refilling the refilling rate will, even658
for steady-state conditions, vary as a function of the time659
since dawn such that we can obtain different refilling rates660
depending on where we compute it. We chose two mea-661
sures of refilling rate; (a) the refilling during the first hour662
following dawn; (b) the hourly refilling rate averaged over663
the entire dayside pass of a field line. We first obtain a664
quiet time density map. We use October 26, 2012 at 0665
UT for that. Then we compute the difference in den-666
sity, for the same L-shell, from the dawn terminator to667
one hour of local time after the dawn terminator as well668
as the change in density from the dawn terminator to669
the dusk terminator. The difference is converted into a670
refilling rate with units of cm−3 hr−1. In the case of the671
revised model this is in units of amu, whereas in the orig-672
inal model it is number density. The results are shown673
in Figure 7. The figure plots the dawn refilling rate as674
a solid curve and the dayside averaged refilling rate as a675
dashed curve. That figure also contains, for comparison,676
refilling rates from several other previous works. The677
black curves are the refilling rates for the original model,678
the red curves are for the initial guess revised model, and679
the blue curves are for the final revised model. Notice the680
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peak in refilling rate around L=5.7 in all three models, as681
well as a peak in refilling rate near L=4.4, and negative682
refilling rate between L=4.0 and L=4.3 for the original683
model. These features are all artifacts of the way in which684
we computed the refilling rate. We assumed azimuthal685
plasma drift only. This is a reasonable approximation for686
the most part, especially in the inner plasmasphere and687
outside of the plasmapause close to dawn, but it appears688
to cause trouble near the plasmapause as well as for the689
average refilling rate outside the plasmapause. It is a re-690
sult of the non-azimuthal plasma drift in those cases. It691
is therefore unwise to give much credence to the values692
between about L=4 and L=6, as well as beyond L=4 for693
the average daily refilling rate.694
The eight symbols in Figure 7 are observations ob-695
tained from previous published results. The ’+’ symbol696
is obtained from Chi et al. [2000]. It agrees well with our697
revised model, falling a little lower than the maximum698
dawn-side refilling rate (solid blue curve), and close to the699
daytime refilling rate (dashed blue curve). The diamond700
symbols are obtained from Obana et al. [2010]. The two701
middle L-shell observations, L=2.6, L=3.3 agree exactly702
with the revised model (solid and dashed blue curves),703
whereas the observation at L=2.3 is a little higher than704
the revised model and the observation at L=3.8 is smaller705
than the revised model. The triangle symbols are ob-706
tained from Lichtenberger et al. [2013]. The middle L-707
shell is in-fact the same station pair that we use in the708
present work, and the refilling rate is obtained for an709
event in August 2010. The larger L-shell observations,710
L=3.3 and L=3.7 are slight lower than the revised model711
but in good agreement. The lowest L-shell data points,712
L=2.4 is a few times smaller than the revised model and713
smaller than the observations in the other two papers,714
but still larger then the original DGCPM.715
The numbers in Table 5 can also be compared with716
previous work. Park [1970] measured upward flux of717
electrons during refilling and obtained the value 3 ×718
1012 m−2 s−1. A couple of points should be made in this719
regard. First, the numbers listed in Table 5 are not di-720
rectly comparable to Park’s numbers for two reasons: (a)721
Park’s numbers are number density and the numbers in722
Table 5 are mass density for the revised model, and (b)723
the number Fmax in Table 5 is a maximum flux which only724
occurs when the flux tube is empty. Equation 2 shows725
the relationship between Fmax and the actual refilling726
rate. The Park number is described as being in the range727
3.7 < L < 3.9. At L = 3.62 the density is 653 amu cm−3728
(From Table 3, at 10 UT) whereas the saturation den-729
sity is 1826 amu cm−3. The according to Equation 2730
Fd = 0.64 × Fmax = 1.5 × 1013 amu m−2 s−1. This num-731
ber should then be divided by the average ion mass be-732
fore comparing to the value of Park. If the ion mass is733
2 this evaluates to two or three times the Park [1970]734
estimate. More recent work based on FLR measure-735
ments have found as follows: 1−5×1012 amu m−2 s−1 for736
2.3 < L < 3.8 [Obana et al., 2010], 5.7×1012 amu m−2 s−1737
at L = 2 [Chi et al., 2000], 1-2 × 1012 amu m−2 s−1738
at L = 2.4, 2 − 5 × 1012 amu m−2 s−1 at L = 3.2,739
1−8×1012 amu m−2 s−1 at L = 3.7 [Lichtenberger et al.,740
2013]. The upper end of the ranges of all these previous741
results appear to be consistent with our results.742
A final note of caution: These data begin at the au-743
tumn equinox and run for approximately 60 days. That744
means that this study is biased toward equinox, and this745
should be taken into consideration when interpreting the746
results. It is possible that the refilling rates can vary with747
the Earth’s rotation axis tilt angle because the illumina-748
tion of the field line foot point is affected by this. That749
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is a topic that we would like to explore in the future.750
Much more can still be done with these data sets. In751
this paper we fit at a single L-shell and see considerable752
improvement in the model.753
The revised DGCPM models quiet-time mass densi-754
ties, as opposed to the original DGCPM which models755
electron density. For those who wish to make use of our756
results to obtain electron density from this revision we757
recommend referring to the Berube et al. [2005], particu-758
larly their Figure 3, as well as the Takahashi et al. [2006]759
paper, particularly their Figure 8.760
6. Conclusion
In this paper we made a detailed comparison of observa-761
tion of mass density [Lichtenberger et al., 2013] with the762
Dynamic Global Core Plasma Model [Ober et al., 1997].763
While preserving the functional form of the equations in764
the DGCPM we modified the DGCPM refilling and loss765
parameters to make it agree better with the observations.766
We did this for a single L-shell, L=3.24, but also found767
that the modified model agrees well with observations at768
other L-shells. We did not modify the L-shell dependence769
built into the DGCPM equations. The good agreement770
across a wide range of L-shells suggests that the origi-771
nal L-shell dependence built into DGCPM is good. The772
modification necessary to make DGCPM agree with ob-773
servations was quite large. The refilling rate at geosta-774
tionary orbit is about an order of magnitude larger in775
the revised model, and more than an order of magnitude776
larger in the inner plasmasphere. The loss time also had777
to be revised, by more than an order of magnitude, from778
10 days to less than one day.779
In comparison with previous work it is important to780
consider whether we are comparing to number density or781
mass density. The filling rates from previous work in Fig-782
ure 7 [Chi et al., 2000; Obana et al., 2010; Lichtenberger783
et al., 2013] are either in good agreement with, or smaller784
by up to a factor of approximately three than our esti-785
mates. When comparing with the work of Park [1970],786
which is electron flux measurements we find, when using787
a average ion mass of two, that our estimates are larger788
by a factor of two to three.789
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Figure 1. Comparison of the unmodified DGCPM (solid black) and a modified DGCPM (solid red),
both in units of cm−3 with plasma mass density observations (black dots) from the EMMA array in units
of amu cm−3. Two things of note are (1) an average offset, a factor of 2 or more, between the unmodified
DGCPM and the mass density observations. This is expected as the mass per ion is greater than 1
amu, (2) a slope in plasma mass density seen in the observations, which is not evident in the unmodified
DGCPM, but which is better matched in the modified DGCPM. The bottom panel is a time-series of
the planetary geomagnetic activity index Kp.
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Station Geographic AACGM 2012 L 1st data Operating
Code Name lat. long. lat. long. shell year Institution1
KEV Kevo 69.76 27.01 66.57 108.65 6.42 2011 FMI
MAS Masi 69.46 23.70 66.39 105.76 6.33 2011 FMI
KIL Kilpisja¨rvi 69.06 20.77 66.11 103.12 6.19 2001 FMI
IVA Ivalo 68.56 27.29 65.34 108.04 5.83 2001 FMI
MUO Muonio 68.02 23.53 64.92 104.63 5.65 2011 FMI
SOD Sodankyla¨ 67.37 26.63 64.15 106.77 5.34 2001 UO
PEL Pello 66.90 24.08 63.75 104.40 5.19 2011 FMI
OUJ Ouluja¨ rvi 64.52 27.23 61.20 105.78 4.38 2011 FMI
MEK Mekrija¨ rvi 62.77 30.97 59.31 108.23 3.90 2001 FMI
HAN Hankasalmi 62.25 26.60 58.86 104.26 3.80 2011 FMI
NUR Nurmija¨ rvi 60.50 24.65 57.06 101.91 3.44 2001 FMI
TAR Tartu 58.26 26.46 54.66 102.72 3.04 2001 FMI
BRZ Birzai 56.21 24.75 52.48 100.61 2.74 2011 IGFPAS
HLP Hel 54.61 18.81 50.76 94.95 2.54 IGFPAS
SUW Suwalki 54.01 23.18 50.08 98.61 2.47 2007 IGFPAS
SZC Szczechowo 52.91 19.61 48.86 95.18 2.35 2011 IGFPAS
BEL Belsk 51.83 20.80 47.65 95.96 2.24 2003 IGFPAS
ZAG Zagorzyce 50.28 20.58 45.90 95.41 2.10 2011 IGFPAS
VYH Vyhne 48.49 18.84 43.80 93.47 1.95 2011 MFGI
HRB Hurbanovo 47.87 18.18 43.07 92.75 1.90 2000 SAS
WIC Conrad Observatorium 47.55 15.52 43.73 90.23 1.91 ZAMG
NCK Nagycenk 47.63 16.72 42.75 91.40 1.88 1999 UNIVAQ/MFGI
THY Tihany 46.90 17.89 41.92 92.30 1.83 1996 MFGI
CST Castello Tesino 46.05 11.65 40.74 86.63 1.77 2000 UNIVAQ
LOP Lonjsko Polje 45.41 16.66 40.10 90.92 1.74 2012 MFGI
RNC Ranchio 43.97 12.08 38.17 86.60 1.64 2001 UNIVAQ
AQU L’Aquila 42.38 13.32 36.22 87.42 1.56 1985 UNIVAQ
TSU Tsumeb -19.20 17.58 -30.53 86.15 1.35 SANSA
SUT Sutherland -32.4 20.67 -40.92 86.40 1.84 SANSA
HER Hermanus -34.43 19.23 -42.33 83.83 1.93 SANSA
Table 1. List of EMMA stations. Source: http://geofizika.canet.hu/plasmon/emmast.php
Figure 2. Map of the EMMA array stations.
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Day Date
22 2012/9/22
23 2012/9/23
34 2012/10/4
35 2012/10/5
36 2012/10/6
37 2012/10/7
48 2012/10/18
49 2012/10/19
50 2012/10/20
51 2012/10/21
52 2012/10/22
56 2012/10/26
58 2012/10/28
59 2012/10/29
60 2012/10/30
65 2012/11/4
70 2012/11/9
71 2012/11/10
73 2012/11/12
Day Date
23 2012/9/23
24 2012/9/24
25 2012/9/25
28 2012/9/28
29 2012/9/29
34 2012/10/4
50 2012/10/20
51 2012/10/21
55 2012/10/25
57 2012/10/27
64 2012/11/3
65 2012/11/4
66 2012/11/5
69 2012/11/8
70 2012/11/9
72 2012/11/11
76 2012/11/15
Table 2. The list of quiet days selected by (left) visual
inspection of Figure 1, (right) quantitative criterium based
upon Kp. In both cases day number corresponds to the time-
axis of Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Mass density as a function of UT on the
quiet days listed in Table 2. The left column of plots
are for the days in the left column of Table 2 selected
manually by inspection and the right column of plots are
the days selected automatically by Kp. Each row is for a
separate L-shell from L = 6.14 at the top to L = 2.17 at
the bottom. The red, blue, and green colored curves are
the density measurements. The gray curves are number
density derived from DGCPM. Note that at L=2.17 the
fits are poor because of poor normalization. However we
don’t make use of those fits.
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Visual Computed
L α σα β σβ α σα β σβ
6.14 3.07 0.84 -0.04 0.54 10.81 0.00 0.70 0.00
4.09 410.09 7.03 39.81 4.92 418.29 12.17 20.79 6.12
3.62 652.84 11.49 41.70 11.64 692.67 10.04 21.86 11.86
3.24 912.08 3.29 47.65 3.62 961.47 7.32 49.35 7.49
2.89 1445.23 5.11 44.50 9.73 1486.87 10.05 32.91 12.22
2.61 1815.98 21.04 68.04 26.67 1730.63 17.43 52.46 18.27
2.41 2466.17 40.85 66.38 55.23 2726.45 98.09 86.90 53.06
2.17 5493.37 5239.26 2988.70 2612.71 2844.72 23.98 46.55 39.54
Table 3. Parameters of the fitted lines in Figure 3. The first column is the L-shell. The following four columns
are the parameters α and β and their estimated uncertainties for the left column of plots in Figure 3, the days
selected by visual inspections, whereas the final four sets of columns are for the right column of plots, the days
selected by an automated algorithm. The black lines are least-absolute-deviation (LAD) fits of Equation 10.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the different DGCPM runs
with the fitted slope of the observations. Each panel is
for a different value of τ and the different DGCPM curves
(solid) in each panel are for different values of Fmax. We
did this calculation for a wide range of value for τ , rang-
ing from 0.31 d to 10 d, but show only the minimum and
maximum values as well as the values around 1 d. From
visual inspection it appears that the 0.8 d and 0.7 d con-
tain the best fitting curves, with the third curve from the
bottom in the 0.7 d panel having a slightly too steep up-
ward slope and the third curve from the bottom in the
0.8 d panel having a slightly too shallow slope.
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Figure 5. Contour plots of the RMS difference between model and observations normalized by the
method described earlier. The differences are in percent of the mean value of the density at 10 UT (that
value is 912 amu cm−3). Each panel is for a different value of τ as indicated in the upper-left corner of
the panel and the contour values are as a function of two order of magnitude of Fmax on the horizontal
axis and values of A corresponding to three order of magnitude of nsat on the vertical axis. The ’+’
symbols indicate the minimum in the RMS difference whereas the ’x’ symbols indicate the minimum in
the absolute difference. The contours of absolute deviation are qualitatively similar and are not shown
to avoid cluttering the plots. The minima are summarized in Table 4.
τ min Fmax A min Fmax A
1.1 8.2 1.8× 1013 4.4 11.0 3.6× 1013 4.4
1.0 7.9 1.8× 1013 4.5 11.0 2.8× 1013 4.4
0.9 7.9 1.5× 1013 4.9 11.0 2.8× 1013 4.4
0.8 7.6 2.3× 1013 4.4 11.0 2.8× 1013 4.4
0.7 7.6 2.3× 1013 4.5 10.9 1.8× 1013 5.0
0.6 8.5 2.3× 1013 5.0 10.8 1.8× 1013 5.0
Add line for initial guess
Table 4. List of minimum absolute and RMS differences
between model and data for a absolute value difference and
for a RMS value difference. The minimum values are given
in percent of the mean density at 10 UT (that value is
912 amu cm−3). The first three sets of min, Fmax, and A are
for MA difference and the second set is for RMS difference.
Parameter Revised Original
τ 0.8 d 10 d
Fmax 2.3× 1013 amu m−2 s−1 2× 1012 m−2 s−1
A 4.4 3.9043
Table 5. Best-fit parameters from EMMA FLR observa-
tions, left column, compared with original DGCPM parame-
ters, right column.
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Figure 6. Final comparison of the original DGCPM model, our initial guess, and the final best-fit
model. This figure is identical to Figure 1 with the addition of the best-fit model in blue.
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Figure 7. Refilling rates computed from model runs and
compared with previous work. The solid black curve is
the dawn refilling rate for the original model [Ober et al.,
1997] whereas the dashed black curve is the average refill-
ing rate for the entire dayside. The solid red curve is the
dawn refilling rate for the initial guess revised model, and
the dashed curve is the average refilling rate for the entire
dayside. The solid blue curve is the dawn refilling rate
for the final revised model, and the dashed curve is the
average refilling rate for the entire dayside (same colors
correspond between here and Figure 6). The symbols are
observations made by other groups. The ’+’ data point is
obtained from Chi et al. [2000], the diamond symbols are
obtained from Obana et al. [2010], and the triangle sym-
bols are obtained from Lichtenberger et al. [2013]. The
deviation from the monotonically decreasing refilling rate
as a function of L-shell are artifacts of the computation
method and are discussed in the text. Values between
L=4 and L=6 should probably be ignored.
